We report the first measurement of the b-quark production cross section in proton-nucleus interactions.
Production of b-quarks was observed via inclusive b + J/$ + p+p- de- cays. Previous measurements of the b-quark production cross section are available from the CERN [l] and Fermilab [2, 3] pp colliders, and from fixed-target experiments using pion beams [4] . These data have been compared to recent next-to-leading-order calculations for b-quark production [5] . Our measurement provides proton-induced data, at a smaller 4 than the colliders, which can be used to test the QCD predictions.
The experiment was performed at Fermilab using the E605 spectrometer [6] . The spectrometer can detect pairs of charged particles, has good mass resolution, and can handle high interaction rates. To provide sufficient resolution in vertex position to distinguish the decays of b-hadrons from the copious "prompt" (i.e. originating at the primary interaction vertex) backgrounds, we added an array of sixteen silicon-microstrip detectors (SMDs) downstream of the target. We also increased the data-acquisition capacity by an order of magnitude and replaced the multiwire proportional chambers with small-cell drift chambers. An 800 GeV/c primary proton beam was incident along the *axis upon a rectangular gold target 5 cm x 0.2 mm x 3 mm (AZ x Ay x AZ) in size, where the target center defined the origin of the coordinate system and the y-axis was in the vertical direction. Because of the wire-like shape of the target, the primary interaction vertex had well localized y and z coordinates which need not be reconstructed.
The high laboratory momenta (x 150 GeV/c) of b-hadrons within our acceptance imply that the production and decay vertices are separated by an average distance of 1.3 cm. Vacuum extended from far upstream of the target to a 130 pm-thick titanium window located 28 cm downstream of the target, ensuring that interactions in windows or in air could not be confused with bhadron decays.
The SMDs were 5 cm x 5 cm x 300 pm single-sided detectors with 50-pm strip pitch. They were situated 37 to 94 cm downstream of the target, in an enclosure filled with helium gas cooled to 10" C, and grouped into an upper and a lower arm. Each arm consisted of four y-view detectors with strips lying horizontally and four stereo-view detectors with strips tilted f5' from the saxis. The angular coverage of the instrumented strips, 20 mr 5 ISarI 5 60 mr, matched the acceptance of the magnetic spectrometer.
Signals from 8,544 strips were processed by Fermilab-Penn preamplifiers [7] and LBL discriminators [8] followed by latches. The resolution in decay distance provided by the SMD arrays, x 0.7 mm r.m.s., was confirmed by reconstructing the decays of Do mesons produced in 800 GeV/c protonnucleus interactions [9] . The dimuon data were collected with approximately 3 x 10"' protons on target per 20 s beam spill, corresponding to a 50 MHz interaction rate. The magnet current was set to optimize acceptance for J/$I -t p + p -decays. The dimuon trigger required that the hit patterns in three hodoscope stations and in the muon counters be consistent with a p+p-pair originating from the target region. To select muons passing through the apertures of the SMD arms, signals from a pair of scintillation counters, one situated behind each arm, were also required.
The event reconstruction requires identified muons with matching track segments in the SMD arrays. Muon tracks are first identified using information from the three drift-chamber stations, the muon station, and the calorimeter. Each muon track is then traced through the magnet to the target center and roads are defined in the SMD arrays around the projected track positions. The matching silicon track segment is searched for using only the hits within the roads. Events are required to contain at least one pair of opposite-sign muons with valid SMD track segments. Requirements on the distance of closest approach between the two SMD tracks and on the z and y positions of the reconstructed vertex are then applied. An event cleanliness cut, requiring that the average hit multiplicity within the SMD roads be less than seven, is also applied. This cut removes approximately 10% of the dimuon data for which there is an increased probability of incorrectly reconstructing the SMD tracks. The observed performance of the SMD arrays is well reproduced by a detailed Monte Carlo simulation. Figure 1 shows the dimuon invariant-mass spectrum.
The J/T) and $' resonances are clearly observed above a continuum. As verified by Monte Carlo simulation, the observed mass resolution is dominated by multiple scattering effects in the target. The continuum is attributed to a combination of r and K decays in flight, the Drell-Yan process, and semileptonic decays of heavy quarks. The differential J/4 cross section determined using these data is very similar to ISR results obtained at fi = 52 and 63 GeV [lo] and is consistent with our measurements made at large ZF [Ill. More details on the J/+ and $'
results are presented in a separate publication [12] . Figure 2a shows a scatter plot of the y-coordinate (yy) versus the z-coordinate (2") of the reconstructed vertex for dimuon events in a 60 MeV/c' bin centered on the J/4 peak. This bin-width is f3 standard deviations of the mass resolution for events in which the J/ll, decays downstream of the target. are defined as the vertical distances between the muon tracks and the target center. The impact parameter requirements ensure that neither the p+ nor the p-track points to the target. Figure 3 shows the dimuon mass spectra for various t, and impact parameter cuts. For each pair of figures, two mass spectra, one with downstream vertices (2" > 0) and the other with upstream vertices (zy < 0), are shown. The spectra with I, < 0 provide a means to evaluate the contributions from the tails of the prompt-J/$ z, distribution.
The J/$J peak is clearly seen in all three plots with z, > 0. In contrast, the J/$ yields in plots with z, < 0 drop rapidly to zero as the vertex cuts are tightened (Figures 3b,c) . We attribute the net excess of J/$J events with downstream vertices to the b --f J/g process.
The spectrometer acceptance and analysis efficiency have been determined using a detailed Monte Carlo program. The program simulates multiple scattering and detector inefficiencies and uses real event data to generate realistic noise hits in the detectors. To simulate production of b-quarks and the decay b + J/ll, + p+p-we use the following model: 1) the next-to-leading-order calculation by Mangano, Nason, and Ridolfi [5] is used to generate the IF and pi distributions of the b-quark; 2) in rinsic transverse momentum is simulated t with Gaussian distributions which give < kg >= 0.5 (GeV/c)'; where NJI+ is the 19 f 5 events shown in Figure 3c , Ax~Api is the bin size, 7~ is the product of acceptance and efficiency, C is the integrated luminosity, B( J/$J + p+pL-) = (5.97 zt 0.25)% [15] , and an atomic-weight (A) d p e en d ence of the form A" is assumed. We assume a = 1 for bhadron production since recent experiments have shown no nuclear suppression of D-meson production [9] . To minimize the systematic uncertainty due to changes in running conditions, we have chosen a subsample containing (4.87 f 0.09)% of the observed prompt-J/$J events for careful study. For the subsample, 11~ = (0.285 ?c 0.036)% and the luminosity is (0.853 & 0.092) pb-'. We normalize the rest of the data to this subsample under the assumption that the ratio of b + J/11, to prompt-J/$ event yields is independent of trigger and efficiency variations. We thus obtain < d'u/dxF dpI$ >= 81* 21 f 15pb/(GeV/c)'/nucleon in the zF,pT bin given above. Within errors the cross section is stable as we vary our vertex cuts. A separate analysis using a different SMD track reconstruction program has also yielded a consistent result. The main systematic errors are the uncertainties in luminosity (*ll%), efficiency (ilO%), b-quark production, hadronization, and decay models (&S%), fitting of the mass spectrum (f5%), and J/$ branching ratio (&4%).
To compare with theory we interpolate the average cross section to the point ZF = 0.05 and pi = 1 GeV/c. Using the model of b + J/G production and decay described above, we find that the interpolated cross section is 1.32 times the average cross section (i.e. 107 * 28 f 19 pb/(GeV/c)a/nucleon) and that the interpolation has negligible systematic uncertainty. Figure 4 compares the interpolated cross section with representative predictions of the model. The predictions contain substantial uncertainties due to choices for the b-quark mass (37% decrease at our 5~ and pi as rns varies from 4.75 to 5.00 GeV/c'), the QCD scale (45% decrease as p varies from da to 24=), and the parton distribution functions (f30% variation with respect to the MRSDO [17] set). The solid curve in Figure 4 is based on the same assumptions as used recently by the CDF collaboration [3] . Compared to this prediction, our measurement is a factor of two low, while theirs is high by a similar factor. While the sensitivities of the predictions to the model assumptions differ at fi = 1.8 TeV and at fixed-target energies, no set of assumptions appears to be consistent with both our measurement and CDF's.
Using the relatively stable shapes predicted by our model to extrapolate over all 5~ and pi, and using B(b$ + J/g + X) = (2.60 * 0.34)% which is twice the inclusive branching ratio for B + J/1c, +X [15] , we derive a total cross section for producing a bi; pair c~(pN + b& + X) = 5.7 f 1.5 f 1.3 nb/nucleon. 
